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About

To help participants understand, or further understand, the challenges facing our environment
To release creative expression
To help participants express their understanding through creative outputs (music, lyrics,
improv)
To learn the EDEN Community Song “Seeds of Hope”
To potentially adapt and add to “Seeds of Hope” through improvisation
To steer participants towards direct action that has a positive impact on our environment

Three-time Grammy Award winning opera superstar Joyce DiDonato has created the global tour
of EDEN, her major concert hall performance about environmentalism. Her personal commitment
and partnership with ITAC has launched a re-imagining of the impact of a concert experience
through teaching artist-led workshops in every city. The International Teaching Artists
Collaborative (ITAC) is the world-wide network of artists who work in community and educational
settings, who have the skills to bring change to communities. Together ITAC and EDEN
Engagement will pilot a new approach to prove that touring can be a legitimate and powerful
tool for change in communities.

Cities on the tour are designated either "Root Cities" or "Seed Cities". Root Cities are multiple day
events (up to five days) that engage the youth with a specific environmental issue. The teaching
artist selects a specific environmental issue they care about, which has a direct relevance for local
concerns, and that has a direct link to something in the EDEN performance. This workshop was the
pilot workshop that took place during the summer of 2021. The London Root City Curriculum will
expand soon into a multi-workshop project. 

Teaching Artist: Mike Roberts 
 
Objectives:



Workshop: What If Trees Could Sing?

Physical warm up games (e.g. passing sounds around a circle) [5’]
Singing warm up exercises (for choirs this would consist of the usual vocal warm up regime
[5’]
Watch Joyce’s short introductory video [5’]
Quick Learn: Britten’s “Cuckoo” from ‘Friday Afternoons’ – dividing the choir and taking it in
turns to sing each part [20’]
Encourage participants to ‘composer’ their own ‘bird call’ in place of “cuckoo” whilst
improvising to the accompaniment [10’]
Perform “Cuckoo” with an improvised ‘dawn chorus’ (made up of the various alternative
bird calls) in place of the “cuckoo” element [5’]

Setting the parameters: i) have fun; ii) no wrong rhythms; iii) don’t think TOO hard; iv)
rumble/start/stop/dynamic signs [5’]
Introduce basic hand drum technique or discuss alternative sounds with other percussion
[5’]
Pass the beat’ exercise: Single ‘hit’, passed from one to another around the circle [10’]
Call and Response’ exercise: Leader performs some rhythms for group to repeat; then all
participants take a turn to perform their own rhythm to be repeated by the group before
moving to next participant. [10’]
‘Rhythmic Name’ exercise: Encourage participants to think of inventive ways to articulate
their name and then translate this into a rhythm on their drum. Synchronise tempo for the
Rhythmic Names and perform them together to create a unique group ‘Groove’ [10’]
‘Melodic Name’ extension: Encourage participants to improvise a melody to their Rhythmic
Name. [10’]

Warm Up Session [50’]:

Drum Circle Session [50’]: After the warm up activities, a drum circle (or simply a circle where
participants each have a percussive instrument) is an excellent setting within which to release
creative potential.

Asking the question ‘What if Trees Could Sing?”,
encourage participants, either individually or in
pairs, to write a lyric phrase from a tree’s
perspective in response to our current climate
crisis. Share the lyric phrases with the whole
group. [15’]
Using a drone of some kind (e.g. open 5th, triad
omit3 add3), encourage the group as a whole
to improvise a melody to their lyric phrase. [15’]
Working individually, or in the same pairs,
encourage participants to consolidate a
melody for their lyric phrase. Share the new
musical song phrase with the whole group.
[20’]

Melodic Composition Session [50’]:



Teach the entire song, ‘Seeds of Hope’ [60’]
BREAK [15’]
Consolidate song with a couple of run throughs [10’]
Using the drone in bars 17 to 21, encourage participants to perform their musical song
phrase, improvising pauses between repetitions. [10’]
Encourage participants to write new text for their musical song phrase that expresses
either a ‘call to action’ or a ‘decisive action’ in terms of impacting our environment
positively. [10’]
Encourage participants to sing the alternative lyrics between bars 124 to 128 [10’]
End with a complete performance of the song to include the improvisatory sections at the
start and end [5’]
It’s expected that further workshops will be required to consolidate and refine the
performance of ‘Seeds of Hope’.

Ask participants what they most enjoyed about the workshop(s)
Ask them if anything has surprised them today
Ask them what things they’ve learned
Ask each participant to articulate ONE action that they will commit to in order to have a
positive impact on the environment

Cuckoo, Benjamin Britten
For Drum Circle inspiration
Seeds of Hope: Enclosed

Seeds of Hope [120’ to include break]:

Plenary [15]:

Resources:

https://www.fridayafternoonsmusic.co.uk/song/cuckoo
https://villagemusiccircles.com/






























Mike Roberts is an award-winning, composer, sound artist and professor with specialisms in
electronic, choral and community music. His artistic practice involves sound, music and multi-
disciplinary art forms, working in collaboration with local communities, to inspire wonder,
creative responses, learning and engagement. He is also Founder and Head of the Electronic &
Produced Music Department at the internationally renowned Guildhall School of Music and
Drama, London.
 
Whilst Mike’s credits as a composer include commissions for numerous high-profile
organisations such as The Jim Henson Organisation, BBC, Barbican and Wigmore Hall, he
considers his most important work to be in social engagement - where he specialises in
collaborating with diverse groups, enabling them to produce unique songs that focus on the
core themes of their communities. Much of this work is with community choirs where he has
curated the composition of hundreds of unique musical themes and songs that emerge from
the environment he creates to release and enable participant creativity. Most recently, Mike
was awarded two separate commissions with the UK National Trust to attract new audiences
to the themes of multiple sites through sonic and musical engagement.
 
Mike lives in South Cambridgeshire with his wife, Sarah, two young children and a dog.
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